**CLEARIMAGE II® PRISMATICS (CLASSIC 2-PIECE DESIGN)**

**GENERAL**

The Prismatic Lens system was developed as a two-piece plastic lens system. One lens is high plus to achieve accommodation and one lens is base in to achieve decentration. A cylindrical prescription can be incorporated into the full diameter system to achieve the best performance possible.

This series was designed for near viewing based on the patient’s distance P.D. This allows use of a bigger frame for patient comfort. They are available in powers of +4, +5, +6, +8, +10, +12 in both full diameter and half eye. For more options, please see our ClearImage II® One-Piece Prismatic series.

**FITTING**

Prismatic Spectacles are fit according to the patient’s distance P.D. When ordering it is important to specify the frame, bridge, and temple size (will be supplied with nose pads unless otherwise specified), the power desired as well as the patient’s distance P.D. This prismatic system is mounted in the May Fulvue frame. The May Fulvue frame is available in a size 46 eye with a choice of 22 or 24 mm bridge and 135, 140, 145, or 150 mm temples. Please see our Microscope Frame Selection Guide for more information on this frame.

**POWERS AVAILABLE**

+4 with 10Δ base in, +5 with 10Δ base in, +6 with 10Δ base in, +8 with 15Δ base in, +10 with 20Δ base in, +12 with 20Δ base in